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Abstract. This work aims at building secure multi-party database systems, for emerging federation networks in healthcare, finance, and other marketplaces. The technical challenges come from the interface gap between existing distributed query processing (DQP) and multi-party computation software. We propose compositional MPC for modular DQP and MPC-aware query optimizations.

An information network is an emerging federated big-data platform where autonomous data owners store, exchange and process their data. Information networks have application domains ranging from health-care (e.g. Health-care Information Exchange Networks or HIE [2, 3]), finance technology (e.g. block-chain), to enterprise computing (e.g. Google’s global database Spanner [12]).

On the one hand, security and privacy is a major concern in an information network. Data in the information network is typically privacy sensitive (e.g. EMR to patient) and the exchange of it (e.g. for distributed query processing) has to be privacy preserving for the compliance with HiPAA [1] alike data-protection laws. On the other hand, existing secure-computation techniques, notably Multi-Party Computation protocols (MPC), are prohibitively slow and impractical, despite the extensive MPC-optimization researches proposed recently [19, 21, 24, 28, 22, 25].

We tackle the problem of efficient and privacy-preserving processing of distributed queries in federated databases. The proposed system to build is a multi-party query processing framework including query compilation/optimization and query execution. The optimized execution plan is expected to minimize the invocations of expensive MPCs. The query executor executes a given query plan among multiple parties against private data, and produces the (de-classified) query result as output.

Distinction from existing research There has been a large body of researches on secure distributed databases. Solutions in the domain of distributed privacy-preserving data mining [25, 13] take an ad-hoc, domain-specific approach for security which renders the system built unable to extend (meaning the system has to be rebuilt from scratch to support a new query) and are inapplicable to supporting the full set of SQL queries. Our work takes a different system-building philosophy: Instead of composing multiple less expressive primitives, we base the entire database systems on one expressive primitive – more-than-three-party computation (MPC) [1]. To strike a balance in the expressiveness-performance trade-off, our work tailors the use of MPC to specific query computations with minimal invocations.

One of relevant researches is the recent work [5] on building two-party federated database systems [5], the work leverages the ObliVM compiler [20] and a runtime based on Yao’s Garbled Circuit [27]. Our work considers more-than-three-party networks and addresses the scalability in data and network sizes. Note the problem of secure multi-party databases is different from secure outsourced databases (e.g. CryptDB [23]); the former considers multiple untrusted data owners performing joint computations, while the latter considers one single owner outsourcing the computation to an untrusted party. Other MPC optimization work [22, 25] optimizes the sizes of MPC circuit (or other intermediate representations) by leveraging certain semantics (e.g. hardware-circuit synthesis and Map-reduce programs); these optimizations are not specific to database applications.

The key challenge of building secure multi-party databases stems from the gap between secure multi-party computations (as cryptography protocols) and distributed query processing (as a part of the database systems) – These two areas are in different researches communities and their approaches have semantic gaps. Specifically, a distributed database optimizes the performance by localizing the distributed query processing to as few parties as possible, while the multi-party computation intentionally distributes “shares” of a secret to as many parties as possible [27] for security reasons. In addition, database systems usually execute queries in a data-dependent fashion, while secure multi-party computations deliberately decouple the secret data from the execution flow to achieve “obliviousness” and resilience against side-channel attacks [16, 20, 8, 14].

These semantic gaps lead to challenges in designing a multi-party database system with both efficiency and strong security. We aim at developing the following techniques in bridging the gaps.

For MPC query execution, we propose circuit localization and composition. Most existing MPC protocols (for more than three parties) are based on a monolithic circuit that gets broadcast to and evaluated in the entire network. To bridge the gap between a monolithic circuit and module-based DQP, we propose a compositional MPC protocol where the MPC circuit for a target query can be decomposed into a series of smaller circuits, each for one query operator. Connecting different small circuits is a new secret-reSharing and reshuffling process (based on the Boolean-value sharing). This modular execution model can help localize the expensive MPC computation to fewer but more relevant parties, improving efficiency and scalability.

For MPC query optimization, we consider a centralized optimizer which looks at non-sensitive metadata and produces the execution plan with the expected best runtime performance. We consider the non-sensitive metadata model because the metadata used in regular database optimizations (e.g. query, data location and MPC cost model) are public information and non-sensitive.
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